Revolutionizing Our Couple and
Revolutionizing Our World!
A One Day Workshop: March 19, 2017
A Workshop for Couples of Any Kind Who Are Ready for a New View of Themselves!
Couples still make up a big part of our society, even if those couples don’t necessarily exist happily ever after. Gay, straight, trans,
friends, many tend to couple and form little units of friendship, security and sometimes even love, not only for themselves but for the
next generation of humans.
Good as far as it goes. But generally speaking, our view of our couple is personal only. We couple to try to provide emotional or
material support for ourselves. In this paradigm, the couple is the place to escape TO, to get away from the harshness of the world.
But what if we realized that we are actually a primary unit in our society and that revolutionizing couples would actually
revolutionize our world?
What if we saw the couple, not as a place to escape to, but as a seed for a world
where there is safety for all?
How could we do this? We would:
 End competition between us
 Embrace tools of mutual support
 Spread our influence to other couples and people everywhere.
But how do we spread our influence? How do we develop creative ways of
supporting society? To do that, we would have to start by transforming the
concept of coupling as just a personal matter. We would have to see the couple
as a primary unit of society, integrated into the world, rather than apart from it:
an invisible underpinning of society transformed into a network of healthy,
caring couples creating a ubiquitous source of support and compassion
throughout society.
If you are dedicated to supporting a cooperative, loving and mutually supportive
couple AND you would like to see how couples can help revolutionize
relationships in our world, come to this workshop. In this workshop, we’ll
explore our current view of couples, where that view comes from and why we
hang onto it. And we’ll start exploring, visualizing and reinventing our view of
the couple in our world. Who knows where this goes?
Let’s co-create something new! Join us and invite others!

MARCH 19
9:30 am—2:00pm

This retreat will be held at a beautiful home in North San Diego and online via internet
videoconferencing and is $320 per couple. Register and get location and videoconferencing directions
via email after registering: http://bit.ly/couple-workshop
Please bring snacks and plan to eat after the event. Please refrain from caffeine and sugar for the day.
This event will be facilitated by Beth Green, intuitive counselor, spiritual teacher and founder of
TheInnerRevolution.Org. Anyone who attended the previous retreats can attest to the power of Beth’s
work. For more about Beth, check out http://theinnerrevolution.org/
For more information, contact Rose Evans at 760 822-3272 or rose@theinnerrevolution.org
Learn more about The Inner Revolutionary Couple’s Group: http://bit.ly/couples-group

